IASE News December 2017
Call for Papers: 15th International Conference of the Mathematics Education for the
Future Project
The Mathematics Education for the Future Project was founded in 1986 as an international
non-profit body to support and encourage innovation in mathematics, statistics, science, and
computer education. Since 1999 there have been 14 conferences throughout the world
culminating in our Hungary Conference in September 2017, which was attended by 125
people from 22 countries. The conferences are renowned for their friendly and productive
atmosphere and attract many of the movers and shakers in education world-wide.
The 15th conference is scheduled to be held at Maynooth University in Kildare, Ireland, from
4 to 9 August 2019. The theme of the conference is "Theory and Practice: An Interface or a
Great Divide."
The Full Preliminary Announcement with a Call for Papers is now available at
http://directorymathsed.net/public/Ireland/IrelandConferencePreliminaryAnnouncement.pdf
Photo albums of our last three conferences are available at https://alantrogerson.imgur.com/
For more information, interested people may contact the international coordinator, Dr. Alan
Rogerson, at alan@cdnalma.poznan.pl

Statistics Education Research Journal Volume 16, Number 2 published
The recently released issue of Statistics Education Research Journal (SERJ), Volume 16,
Number 2, contains both special papers and regular papers. Guest Editors Rolf Biehler,
Daniel Frischemeier, and Susanne Podworny, assisted by Associate Editor Randall Groth,
collected 12 papers on Statistical Reasoning about Models and Modelling the Context of
Informal Statistical Inference. Regular Editor Maxine Pfannkuch edited 9 papers on other
subjects. SERJ is co-published by the IASE and ISI; it is freely available to all at http://iaseweb.org/Publications.php?p=SERJ_issues

New Editorial Staff for SERJ
Starting January, a number of new editors will assume duty at SERJ. Jennifer Kaplan will
become Co-Editor, taking over from Maxine Pfannkuch. New paper inquiries should
generally be submitted to her; see contact information listed under SERJ at http://iaseweb.org/ . Manfred Borovcnik will remain as the other Co-Editor.

Susan Peters has assumed responsibility as Associate Editor and Beth Chance will serve as
Assistant Editor for 2018. Chris Franklin and Jane Watson are stepping down as Assistant
Editors. We thank the incoming and outgoing editors for their support of research-based
statistics education and the IASE.

